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The behavior of an inhomogeneous plasma in an RF electric field is investigated. It is found that para
metric excitation of the electron plasma wave and the ion-acoustic wave is possible if the wave fre
quency is approximately one-half the frequency of the electric field. The excitation conditions and the 
growth rates for the plasma waves are determined. 

IN recent years a number of authors have investigated 
the behavior of a plasma in a high-frequency (RF) elec
tric field. [l-7 J Most of these authors have been con
cerned with the properties of a homogeneous plasma in 
a uniform RF electric field. u-sJ The density of a plasma 
of this kind is time-independent in the quiescent state. 
The case of an inhomogeneous magnetoactive f,lasma 
in a uniform electric field has been studied in 6 • 7 J. 
However, the relative orientation of the RF electric 
field, the fixed magnetic field and the density gradient 
was such that the presence of the electric field in the 
quiescent state did not lead to a variation of plasma 
density with time: the electric field was parallel to the 
magnetic field and perpendicular to the density gradient. 

It is clear, however, that one can find cases in which 
the presence of the RF electric field will produce a 
periodic variation of the density in time. In particular, 
in an isotropic inhomogeneous plasma, with which we 
shall be concerned below, if the RF electric field has a 
component along the density gradient the plasma density 
in the quiescent state will be a periodic function of time 
with period given by that of the electric field. Since the 
plasma is an oscillatory system with characteristic 
frequencies given by the electron plasma frequency 
WLe = (4rrNee2 /me) 112 and the ion-acoustic frequency 
ws = (wL/1 + wl,e/k2vTe) 112 (wLi = (4rrNiei/mi) 112 is the 
ion-plasma fre~uency, k is the wave number while 
vTe = (Te/me) 1 2 is the electron thermal velocity), which 
depend on density, the periodic variation of density with 
time caused by the RF electric field offers the possibil
ity of parametric excitation [SJ of plasma waves in the 
inhomogeneous plasma; this effect has been observed 
experimentally. [9 ' 10 J 

Krenz and Kino [9J have shown experimentally that 
electron plasma oscillations can be excited in a plasma 
by means of an electric field that varies at frequency 
2 WLe· On the basis of a hydrodynamic analysis, these 
authors have considered parametric resonance at the 
electron plasma frequency. 

Somewhat later, related experimental results were 
published by Kato et al. (toJ In this experimental work, 
in addition to observing parametric excitation of elec
tron plasma waves, the authors also observed parame
tric excitation of ion-plasma waves under conditions in 
which the plasma density was such that the ion-plasma 
frequency was half the frequency of the excitation elec
tric field. 

In the present work we develop the theory of para
metric excitation of both RF and low-frequency plasma 
waves on the basis of the kinetic equations for the elec
trons and ions. 

In an electric field E 0(r, t) the kinetic equation for 
particles of species Ql is 

of,. of,. e,. of,. 
-+v- +-E"(r,t)--=0, ot or ma ov 

( 1) 

where fry is the distribution function for particles of 
species a in the quiescent state. The distribution func
tion in the quiescent state will be determined by pertur
bation theory in terms of the field Eo(r, t) (the conditions 
for application of this analysis are discussed in the 
Appendix). Thus, we shall assume that 

fa= Noa(r)foa + /1a, 

where 

1 ( v2 
) loa = (2 )'/ . " exp - ~2 2 , 

Jt 2Vra Vra 

where f1 ry is determined from the linearized kinetic 
equation. Limiting ourselves to a first approximation in 
Eo(r, t) we have 

/a(v, r, t) = Noa·(r)foa(v) 

ea 0 0/0u. 
-- ~ drEo(r+v-r,t+-r)N0,.(r+n)--. 

ma -00 av 
(2) 

The linearized (in terms of the perturbation) kinetic 
equation assumes the form 

of' of' e of' e of 
-"-+v-"-+~E0 (r,t)-"-+ ':,.E~=O, ot or ma ov ma ov 

(3) 

where f~ is the perturbation in the quiescent distribution 
function while E is the field of the perturbation, which 
satisfies the Poisson equation 

divE=~ 4:rt e,.~ dv f,.'. (4) 

Assuming that the inhomogeneities in E 0 (r, t) and 
N0 ry(r) are small over distances of the order of the per
turbation wavelength, in the zeroth approximation in 
geometric optics. we shall assume that f~ and E are 
proportional to e1k · r, writing the kinetic equation in the 
form 
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{)fa' ' ea {)fa' 
--+ikvfa +-Eo(r,t)--

{)t ma {)y 

~ i ~ ~ 4neae~ {)fa (v, r, t) r dv h' = 0. 
k2 .:...lma {)y J 

6 

(5) 

In what follows it will be convenient to introduce the 
new function 

I 

Clla(v, r, t) =/a' ( v + ::1
00 

dT Eo(r, T), r, t) 
t y' 

X exp{ i ~a k-~dT' Joo d-r Eo(r, <)}, 
which satisfies the equation 

For the case of a standing wave, in which 

E0 (r, t) = Eo(r) sin wot, 

we can make use of the relation 

eiasinwot = ~ ln(a)einwot, 

(6) 

(8) 

where Jn(a) is the Bessel function of the first kind; we 
then reduce (7) to the form 

{}ClJa k {) ( ea.Eo(r) ) --+ ikvctla- i --/a v- ---cos wot, r, t at k' av \ mawo 

~ ~ . 4:rteae~ r 
X L.J L.J ln(a~) ew<»ot --J dv Cll~ = 0. 

~ n=-oo m.a. 
(9) 

Here we have introduced the notation 

We assume that the velocities associated with the 
oscillatory motion of the particles in the alternating 
electric field vEa = eaEo!mawo are small compared 
with vTa the thermal velocities of the particles; we 
also assume that the distances traversed by the parti
cles in one period of the field Eo are small, that is to 
say, vTalwo is small compared with the scale of the 
inhomogeneities in Eo(r) and N0 a(r). Thus we find that 

( eaEo(r) ) Ia V----coswot,r,t ~ Noa(r)foa(v) 
' ma.wo 

-sinw0t(v a~)( A"'(r)Noa(r) at;v(v)), (10) 

where AO!(r) is the amplitude of the oscillatory motion 
of particle of species a: 

A"(r) = VEa: = eaEo(r) . 
Wo mawo2 

Making use of (10) we can now write the kinetic equa
tions for the electrons and ions in terms of the Fourier 
components: 

(1+6e.(&l,k))n.,•+2.se.(w,k) ~ J1 (a;)n~+'"'• 
e 

l=-oo 

(11) 

(1 + 6e;(w, k) )nwi + ~ .Se; (w, k) ~ l1 (ai)n~-lffio 
ei l=-oo 

00 

+ i_:_.p;(w, k) ~ lz(a;) (n:--{1-1)"•- n:-{l+t."'o) = 0. (12) 
et t=-oo 

In these relations we have made use of the following 
notation: 

2:rtea2 r dv ( {) )( {) ) .Pa(w,k)= --J-- k- v-
mak2 Ul - kv {jy ar 

X ( Noa(r)Aa(r) {)t;(v) ). 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

In view of the fact that ljii(w, k)/IJ!e(w, k) is much 
smaller than unity in all cases of interest here, in what 
follows we neglect the effect of the inhomogeneity on the 
ion component of the plasma, that is to say, we assume 
that IJ!i(w, k) = 0. We can then eliminate the quantity ni 
from (11) and (12) and obtain an equation for ne. In the 
limit IJ!i (w, k) = 0, using ( 12) we find 

nm1 =-
e be;(w,k) ~ e 

L.J J,(a;)nw-l<»o· 
e; 1 + 6e; (w, k) t~-oo 

Substitution of this expression in (11) yields 

"' be; ( w + lwo, k) (1 + 6e.(w, k) )n.,•- be.(w, k) /> 1 lz(a;)1c-:---:----=--
t~-oo 1 + 6e; ( w + lwo, k) 

_. ( k) ~. l( ·){ 6e;(w+(Z+1)w0,k) ~'¢e w, Li z a1 · 
t~-= 1 + .Se;(w + (l + 1)u>o, k) 

.Se; (co+ (i- 1) w0, k) 

1 +lle1(w +(Z.:_~k) 

X ~ lm(a;)n.,"t-<z-m-1)<» 0 }= 0. 

(16) 

(17) 

We now investigate this equation separately for the high
frequency and low-frequency limits. 

In the high-frequency region (RF), we have 

W, Wo, I W - Ulo I "?> kVTe, 

in which case the ion motion can be neglected and we 
can write o Ei(w, k) = 0. Under these conditions (17) as
sumes the simple form 

{1 + 68e((J), k)} n.,• = -h!J.(w, k) (n:+w,- n:-w,). (18) 

In the low-frequency region, where 

kvt. "?> W,Wo, I w - roo I "?> kvT;, 

the ion motion cannot be neglected. In this case we 
limit our analysis to the case of waves that propagate 
across the electric field Eo. For these waves k ·Eo = 0 
and ( 17) reduces to the form 

_1....:.+_6-:e.:.c(,_(ll'=-' k_!,).,.:+_.S~e:..:; (,_w.:_, k__,)- nw• 
1 + 6e1 (w,k) 

e e 
_ -itp (w k) { nw+wo _ nw-w 0 } ( 19) 
- •' 1+6e;(w+w0,k) 1+6e;(w-wo,k) · 
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Although (18) follows formally from (19) in the limit 
6 q(w, k) = 0, it should be understood that (19) describes 
a low-frequency wave that propagates across the elec
tric field Eo whereas (18) describes a high-frequency 
wave with arbitrary orientation of the wave vector with 
respect to Eo. 

We first investigate (19). Introducing the notation 

&(w,k) = 1 + lle.(w,k) + lle;(w, k), 

s; (w, k) = 1 +lie; (w, k)., 

we can write (19) in the form 
e e 

€ (w, k) n,• = -iljle(W, k) { nro+roo ___ n.,_.,, --}. {20) 
e;(w, k) e;(w + Wo,k) e;(w- Wo, k) 

From this relation we can obtain a dispersion equation 
that contains continuous fractions: 

e(w,k) 
----:------( k) = iljle ( W, k) 
ez w, 

f[ e(w-w0,k)e,(w,k) e;(w,k) l-' 
X'- - i1J!e(w-w0,k) --+ E(w-2wo,k)e,(w=;;;.;:k)--_ 

- -+ ... 
iljle( w - 2wo, k) 

-[e(w+wo,k)e;(w,k) + ei(w,k) l-'~ 
iljle(w+wo,k) e(w+2wo,k)e;(w+wo,k) . J • --'--.,...-'-;---;:'----:-:---'-- + ... 

i"ljl.(w+2w0,k) (21 ) 

Since 1/1 e(w, k) is proportional to a small quantity, the 
ratio of the electron excursion to the scale of the in
homogeneity, the fraction series can be truncated and to 
a first approximation the dispersion equation becomes 

e(w,k)='ile(w,k){"ljl•(!JJ-wo,k) +1jle(w+wo,!9_}. (22) 
e(w- wo, k) e(w + w0, k) 

It is evident that from (18) we can also obtain a dis
persion equation of the form (22) where, however, by 
E(w, k) we are to understand 1 + 6 Ee(w, k). This is clear 
even without the derivation since, as we have already 
noted, (18) follows formally from (19) as oq(w, k) ap
proaches zero. Thus, both in the low-frequency and 
high-frequency cases it is necessary to investigate (22). 

The functions E(w, k) and 1/!e(w, k) are complex. 
However, in those regions of frequency and wavelength 
in which weakly damped longitudinal waves can propa
gate in a uniform plasma, the imaginary parts of these 
functions are small compared with their real parts. 

Let w0{k) be a root of the equation Re E(w, k) = 0 
which corresponds to weakly damped waves and let 
Wo = 2 w0 + 1) where 1) << w0• We shall seek a solution 
of (22) that does not differ greatly from w0 (k). In ac
cordance with this assumption we write w = w0 +D. 

where D.<< w 0 • Under these conditions, the second term 
in the curly brackets in (22) can be neglected compared 
with the first term. Furthermore, since 1/1 e(w, k) con
tains a small parameter, the imaginary part of this 
function {which is much smaller than the real part) can 
be neglected. Expanding E(w, k) and E{"'-'- Wo, k) in 
powers of 1) and D. and keeping the first non-vanishing 
terms, we obtain the following equation for D.: 

( . lme(w0,k) \ ljl.(w0,k)"ljl.(-w0,k) 
6. z _ 6, '1 - ? 1 I + -:'c:-c=---:-'-~':---:c:-:-:-"-

- ohes(w0,k)/ow0 1 (oRes(w0,k)/ow0 ) 2 

( Ime(w0,k) )' . Ime(w0,k) (23) 
- oRe e(w0, k)/Ow0 - 111 oRe e(w0, k)/ow0 = O. 

It is evident that Re 1/!e(w, k) is an even function of fre
quency. Hence, the solution of (23) will assume the form 

1 . Im e(w0, k) 
6.=2 11 - 1 i1Ree(w0,k)/ilw0 

± i [(--"'6'-'(_w"...:_• k-')c--_)'- ~4 '1']'''. 
il Re e (w0, k)/ow0 

(24) 

The second term on the right side of (24) yields the 
usual linear damping rate ( cf. for example ru l). Excita
tion can only be due to the third term. Using (24) we 
obtain the following condition for excitation of plasma 
waves: 

1 ( o Re e ( w0 k) )' ("1Jle(w0,k)) 2 -(Ime(w0,k)) 2 >-1']2 ' • 
4 ilw0 

(25) 

It is evident that the maximum growth rate is obtained 
for exact parametric resonance, in which case 1) = 0. 

In order to evaluate the requirements on the inequal
ity in (25) we should estimate the function 1/Je(w, k). Let 
us assume the vector k is along the z axis and that Eo 
lies in the xOz plane. We then find that 

'ile(w,k)= 2ne: [h(-(1)-)-t] iJAx•NOe 
Tek kVTe OX 

2ne2 { ( w2 ) [ ( w ) J } oA,•N .. --- 2--- J -- -1 1 ---
T.k2 , k'u1·l + kVTe + OZ ' 

(26) 

where 

h(x) = xe-x'/2 ~ d'l: e"ll. (27) 

Asymptotic expansions of the function J+{x) for small 
and large values of the argument can be found, for ex
ample, in ru J • Making use of the asymptotic values of 
E(w, k) and 1/!e(w, k) we can write (25) in explicit form. 
For the RF case (w » kvTe) this inequality becomes 

For the low-frequency case {kvTe » w » kvTi) from 
(25) we have 

1 ( div A•N .. )' n WLe' [( m.e; )'/, 
4 Noe 2 WLe2 + k2Vre2 • m; I e I 

/ e;Te )'I• { e;TeWLe2 } ]' 

+\ leiT, exp - 2leJTi(wLe'+k'vre') 

1']2 ( k 2vr 2 ' ' >- 1 +--~-) 
Ws~ , WLe2 

(29) 

It is evident from (28) and (29) that the conditions for 
parametric excitation of plasma waves can be satisfied 
quite easily. 

In conclusion we determine the maximum growth 
rates for plasma waves assuming that Landau damping 
can be neglected for 1) = 0. For the RF case we have 

I 'ile(w0,k) 
6.o ""' --:-o-:-:11-e -'-" ~( w--:o0-:, k:-')-:/7ow-=•- I =_!'!._~-:__ I divN~~~ 

'-± 1\toe , 

- ~SWLe k 2vr.,' N1 I oNo.,:_,e__ 1- 281 WLe k'vre', _Nt I oN ..A! I . 
WLe Oe uX WLe Oe I OZ 

(30) 
In the particular case in which all vector quantities are 
in the same direction in a cold plasma we can recover 
the results of Krenz and Kinol9J from {30). 

For the low-frequency case, the maximum growth 
rate (neglecting Landau damping) is 

6. _ UJ, WLe2 I div N..A• I 
0 - 4 WLe2 + k'vr.' Nne · {31) 
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We emphasize once again that the excited low-frequency 
waves propagate across the perturbation electric field. 

In conclusion we wish to thank V. P. Silin for valua
ble comments and discussion and Yu. M. Aliev and L. M. 
Gorbunov for their interest in the work. 

APPENDIX 

We consider the validity of the approximation for 
which (2) is obtained; we write the latter in the form 

/a= N0a/oa + /Ja. 

For the case of standing waves Eo(r, t) = Eo(r) sin wot 
we can write 

1 e" ~ . . vfo" /!a=---Re\.1 dk(EoNoa)ke•kr-,wot ____ 1 

(2n) 3 Ta · wo-kv+iO 

where 

(EoNoah = ~ drEo(r)Noa(r)e-;kr. 

Under these conditions we obtain the following expres
sion for the density perturbation: 

nta=-1-~Re) dke;kr-;w,t(EoNoa)k~J 1+( ~) -1]. 
(2n) 3 Ta k2 l .kvTe· 

Using the asymptotic expansions for the function J.(x) 
we find that n1QI is of order 

nta ~ div(Noa(r)A•(r)}. 

Thus, the requirement that the density perturbation be 
small is equivalent to the requirement that the ratio of 
the amplitude of the particle excursion in the field be 
small compared with the scale size of the field inhomo-

geneity and the density inhomogeneity (or that the growth 
rate be small compared with the frequency). 
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